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1950’s DeLujo 670 

Bold De Lujo (deluxe) stampings as well as star 

emblem in the pocket.  It is very supple and a 

high quality three finger….……...……..……$50 

 

1950’s Guillermo Lopez Seyer 274 

Hecho en Mexico & Professional stamped in 

palm.  It has a huge black & white tag.  This is a 

high quality, thick, sturdy and a little stiff three 

finger.……………………….…………….....$50  

 

1950’s Pirata 

This high quality infielders model has a huge red 

and white tag on strap.  This one is great to play 

catch with as it’s broken in beautifully….…...$50 

1940’s Wilson Victoria 

Big glove.  Hecho in Mexico stamped in heel 

and very light stampings.  Only real flaw is the 

one dark spot in the pocket.  Super supple 

lining……………….....…………………....$85 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/De+Lujo+670+Front.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/De+Lujo+670+Back.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/Guillermo+Lopez+Seyer+274+Front.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/Guillermo+Lopez+Seyer+274+Back.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/Pirata+Front.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/Pirata+Back.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/wilson-victoria-glove-front.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/wilson-victoria-glove-back.jpg.php
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1940’s Vareo 200 Basemitt 

This is a very high end Mexican mitt.  It’s 

stamped Vareo Model Professional.  It has nice 

stampings and is in great shape.....………...….$50 

 

1940’s/50’s Fidez Risendez Imperial 410 Basemitt 

Mexican made Professional mitt with lots of 

stampings.  Original rolled laced web and great 

logo stampings.  Very high quality...................$50  

 

I have been collecting international gloves for years.  Came across one from England, a few from 

Australia, too many from Canada but just a handful from Mexico.  Living in Southern California my 

whole life, I thought I would’ve come across more gloves made in Mexico.  Although hard to date 

exactly, most seem to have been made from 50’s patterns but it’s hard to tell.  They could be later.  

Every one of them is very sturdy and made of the highest quality.  In fact, some borderline on stiff, 

which leads me to believe the hides were steerhide or they were tanned differently.  In any regard, 

they are high quality and pretty hard to come by.  This represents the majority of my Mexican gloves.  

I have a few splitfingers I just can’t seem to part with just yet.  $295 takes all of them. 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/vareo-200-mitt-front.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/vareo-200-mitt-back.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/Fidel+Resendez+Imperial+410+Front.JPG.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/imports/Fidel+Resendez+Imperial+410+Back.JPG.php


 

                                                    

  

                        

1894 Folk Art Mitt 

A unique 1894 homemade catchers mitt with really interesting construction.  This is a rare example 

of 19th century ingenuity and craftsmanship coupled with some of the innovations of the day 

happening to catchers mitts.  It is completely hand sewn and features a thick leather "Decker" style 

finger guard and elaborate webbing system. It is not a big mitt and measures 8 5/8" tall & 9 1/2" 

wide.  An adult hand fits in but very snugly.  There has been some repairs over the years but the 

mitt was made very sturdy and is still remarkably intact………………………………………...$295 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/sale-gloves-fielders-gloves/
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/folk-art/folk-art-mitt-with-finger-guard-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/folk-art/folk-art-mitt-with-finger-guard-back-mike.jpg.php


 

 

     

     

           

              

1910’s/20’s 1 Inch Web…………………..….….$50 

 

1910’s/20’s A.J. Reach Full Web……….……...$85 

 

1920’s Babe Ruth Reach Home Run Special....$150 

1910’s/20’s 1 Inch Web………….……………..$50 

 



 

 

     

     

           

      

  

1920’s Dave Bancroft D&M....……..….….$200 

 

1920’s Del Bissonette Horace Partridge…...$85 

1950’s Bob Feller JC Higgins 1636……......$50 

1900’s Edward K. Tryon Crescent Catchers 

Mitt………………….…...….……………..$150 

 



 

 

     

     

           

               

1930’s Lloyd Sprout Waner Davega 25-322...….$85 

 

1920’s/30’s Reach………….………….….…...$85 

 

1940’s Pete Reiser Gambles 25-322………...$50 

1930’s Goldsmith Basemitt..…….……………..$85 

 



 

 

     

     

     

            

1940’s. Wilson 563XST U.S. Military Basemitt.…..$75 

 

1920’s Walter Johnson 1” Web..……….….…...$225 

 

1940’s Pee Wee Reese Em-Jay PWR...…$200 

1910’s Reach Double Face Catchers Mitt.……..$85 

 



 

 

      

      

           

         

       

1930’s Goldsmith Ford/Critz KB Double Play 

This is a 1930’s Goldsmith model KB Ford/Critz 

"Double Play" glove.  This is a buckle back 

model with double tunnel loop webbing. supple 

leather, smooth inner lining and free of tears or 

holes.  The Ford/Critz markings in the pocket are 

legible as is "Double Play", model KB and 

Goldsmith logo.  A solid all around glove in nice 

condition…………………………………...$175   

 

1950’s Carl Erskine Ken Wel 576 

This is a 1950's Ken Wel Carl Erskine model 

576 glove.  A rare model with the green and gold 

Ken Wel cloth patch.  This is an adult model and 

in nice shape inside and out.  The rolled leather 

piping is in good shape and the factory markings 

in the pocket are all pretty clear…………..…$79 

1940’s George A. Reach FGW Basemitt 

This is a 1940's George A. Reach Brand 

"Professional Model" FGW base mitt.  Just a 

beautiful mitt inside and out and new old stock 

condition.  It a large size and top quality all the 

way.  Smooth supple leather throughout and 

rolled leather piping………………………..$175 

 

1940’s Billy Myers Hutch WM Rainey Trap 

1940's Hutch Billy Myers model WM glove with 

the rare "Rainey Trap" web.  It's a full size high 

quality glove in great supple condition inside and 

out and rolled leather binding. There are strong 

markings in the pocket and a nice patch and logo 

button……..………......................................$295 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/george-a-reach/george-a-reach-fgw-professional-model-basemitt-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/george-a-reach/george-a-reach-fgw-professional-model-basemitt-back-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/goldsmith/ford-critz-goldsmith-kb-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/goldsmith/ford-critz-goldsmith-kb-back-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/rainey-trap-webs/billy-myers-hutch-wm-rainey-trap-web-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/rainey-trap-webs/billy-myers-hutch-wm-rainey-trap-web-back-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/ken-wel/carl-erskine-ken-wel-576-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/ken-wel/carl-erskine-ken-wel-576-back-mike.jpg.php


 

 

      

      

            

                

1949 Pinky Higgins Nokona G47 

A circa 1949 Nokona Pinky Higgins 

Professional Model G47.  Top of the line in its 

day and distinguished by the double finger 

lacing.  The markings in the pocket and cloth 

patch are in good shape.  The leather is still 

supple & smooth inside and out and free of tears 

or holes. The rolled leather piping is intact but 

shows noticeable wear in spots………...........$99 

1950’s Harvey Haddix Rawlings HH 

A 1950's Rawlings Harvey Haddix "The Kitten" 

model HH. The standard pro model in the 

1950's, this glove was Rawlings largest offering 

at the time. The glove is in wonderful original 

condition, nice cloth patch and factory markings 

in the pocket.  The leather is still supple and the 

interior is smooth for a great on hand feel. No 

tears or holes anywhere…………………….$240 

1960’s Al Kaline Wilson A2024 

1960's Wilson Al Kaline model A2024 glove.  

Top quality and near mint condition. A really 

large model with supple leather & great on-hand 

feel……………………………………….....$175 

1940’s Walter Sessi Nokona J318 Latch Basemitt 

A rare 1940's Nokona Walter Sessi model J318 

"The Latch" base mitt.  A beautiful mitt inside 

and out and in new old stock condition.  The 

leather is still supple and smooth for a great on 

hand feel.  Rolled leather piping, perfect cloth 

patch and stellar factory stamps……………$195 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/nokona/base-mitts/walter-sessi-nokona-j318-basemitt-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/nokona/base-mitts/walter-sessi-nokona-j318-basemitt-back-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/nokona/pinky-higgins-nokona-g47-front-mike_1473630918.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/nokona/pinky-higgins-nokona-g47-back-mike_1473630918.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/rawlings/harvey-haddix-rawlings-hh-front-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/rawlings/harvey-haddix-rawlings-hh-back-mike.jpg.php
http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/gallery/wilson/al-kaline-wilson-a2024-front-mike.jpg.php
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